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GENII RECLINER SLIDER  
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
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Tools Required 

 
PEDESTAL SPACING ADJUSTMENT 
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Begin by lifting the seat and locating the Track Blocks.  Track blocks are shipped loose and un-
assembled.  Attach the track blocks to pedestals placing the Short blocks in front and the longer 
blocks on the rear.  Slightly tighten the nuts with your hand but DO NOT over tighten. Repeat on 
the opposite side 
 

 

 
Pedestals are preset to center-to-center track spacing based on the builders supplied 
information. If further adjustment is required, follow these steps.   
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Loosen the two wall side pedestal bolts using a wrench with a T45 Torx Bit.  Adjust the pedestal 
to center of track as needed. 

 

 
If more adjustment is required, loosen the aisle side pedestal bolts.  Rotate the wrench counter-
clock wise to loosen the front and back bolts.   
 

 
Adjust the pedestal to center of track as needed.  When spacing is correctly adjusted, the seat 
should slide with minimal binding  
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Complete the seat mounting procedure using provided shims placed along sides of front and 
rear Track Blocks to center and eliminate binding with side walls of track while tightening to 
Fifteen to Twenty Foot-pound Torque. Remove the shims after tightening all the bolts. 
This completes the Pedestal Spacing Adjustment. 

PEDESTAL LOCKING PLUNGER ADJUSTMENT 
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Slide the Pedestal Until Both Plungers Locate Existing Holes in track.  Once there, try Locking by 
pressing the lock lever down.  If Too Easy or Too Hard, Make Plunger Adjustments as required. 
If the pedestal is too loose or too tight you can adjust as follows. 

 

 
Unlock Peds To Expose Jam Nut on Plunger by pulling up the pedal 
 
First, Loosen Jam Nut from Plunger using a 5/8” end wrench for the plunger and an 11/16” end 
wrench for the Jam Nut 
This allows Space to Move the Plunger in Either Direction Up or Down  

 

 
If the plunger is too tight, looking from the top, turn the plunger counter clockwise to raise the 
plunger and to decrease the locking force 
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If the plunger is too loose and doesn’t lock in to place, turn the plungers Clockwise to extend the 
plunger down and increase the locking force. 

 
Lock the pedestal into place to check the tightness.  Once adjusted, Unlock the pedestals and 
Retighten Jam Nut to Plunger Without Turning the Plunger So You Don’t Lose Your Newly 
Adjusted Location.  Retighten the Jam Nut Plunger using the 11/16” wrench and hold the 
plunger into position using a 5/8” end wrench 
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If needed, this same adjustment can be done for both the aisle side pedestal and the wall side 
pedestal.  Adjustment is now complete. 
 
This concludes the Installation Guide for the Generation Two Recliner Slider. 
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